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Thomas Hobbes is one of the founders of modern philosophy and political theory.
His sovereign and legal thought occupies an important position as a principal part of
his state theory. But the arguments are relatively scattered, even in leviathan, the
representative work of Hobbes, relative discourse on sovereign and law is dispersed in
different chapters. So this article aims to gathering the sovereign and the legal thought
of different parts, and explaining the theory in accordance with an independent logic,
and then showing the unique features of Hobbes' sovereign in the law world.
The article contains three parts: introduction, main body and conclusion, and the
main body can be divided into four chapters: the first chapter introduces the historical
background and theoretical basis of Hobbes's sovereignty thought. It is a
foreshadowing of his sovereign theory. The second chapter introduces the sovereign
theory of Hobbes, this part discusses the main body, deepen the special meaning of
sovereign theory in Hobbes country’s theory, and act as the pre-work of discussing the
relationship between the sovereign and law. The third chapter defines the specific
meaning of law in the theory of Hobbes, and according to the logical order of
legislative, judicial, legal evaluation, discusses the status and role of the sovereign.
The fourth chapter mainly discusses the impact Hobbes' sovereign and legal thought
had on the legal positivism, and the evaluation of Hobbes' sovereign and legal thought
in a perspective of the relationship of politics and law.
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方面则有 Enid Campbell 的 Thomas Hobbes and the common law, J.H. Hexter































我国对霍布斯的研究，是从民国时期开始的，1934 年 11 月，商务印书馆出
版了由朱敏章先生翻译的《利维坦》的首部中译本；高一涵先生在其编著的《欧
洲政治思想史》中对霍布斯的思想进行了评价。
从 20 世纪 70 年代末政治学研究恢复之后，对霍布斯的研究以思想史、一般
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